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Abstract 

Transitory skin is a participatory built exploration which attempts to understand archi

tecture as the accumulation of layers through the continuum of time and investigate the 

architects role in this process. This phenomenon happens at a number of scales and time

scales including the accumulation of layers of skin on the body, layers of paint on a wall, 

layers of shingles on your roof, layers of streets and building foundations in cities, and 

even the layers of strata which form the crust of the earth. The focus of the thesis is on the 

temporal layering process which take place in the building skin. This process is continually 

present in our buildings, but is generally concealed and criticized. It is only revealed when 

the dweller does not have the resources to mask this collected material history. This project 

attempts to embrace this practice, approaching architecture as something that is inherent

ly incomplete and imperfect, a continuous process which is acted on by a series of agents 

throughout the continuum of time. 

The project investigated an intensification of the temporal layering phenomenon as a 

means of understanding its potentials as an architectural strategy. Rather than being a 

fixed design proposal, it explores a specific process of building which embraces improvisa

tion and the thoughtful negotiation with existing conditions. The built exploration involves 

a number of participants who are given an intentionally open-ended set of instructions 

and design goals. This was done in order to give participants the agency to make design 

decisions in response to existing conditions, available materials and tools, and personal in

terest. The guidelines given to participants were developed based off of observations made 

in the photographic study, which analyzed homes within the city of Buffalo, and strive to 

promote continuity within the building process. 

The implications of this work exists in the physical manifestation of the built experiment 

and the process that was developed in order to construct it. The construct demonstrates the 

ability for the temporal layering process to transform the aesthetic, spatial, and experien

tial qualities of a building as it progresses through time. The building skin has the potential 

to reach an intensity in which it transcends its planar qualities and becomes volumetric. 

This allows for building components to respond to new functions of occupancy that may 

have not been present in their original design. The process of constructing used in this 

experiment promotes a thoughtful interaction with the existing conditions of the building 

skin which can amplify the potentials that still exist within the existing skin materials and 

create a dialogue between the many agents acting on the building throughout its lifespan. 
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Background 

My initial interest in the transitory qualities of the built environment, specifically the 

temporality of the building skin, stems from the experiences I have had working for my fa

ther's construction company. Working as a roofer and sider for six years, I have personally 

played a role in the process in which homes shed and accumulate skin layers. This has had 

a great influence on my understanding of the temporary reality of the architectural skin. 

When thinking of these experience's in relationship to this research, two come to mind in 

particular. The first project involved removing a single layer of vinyl siding which had been 

on a building for 25 years, only to replace it with a nearly identical product. The old siding 

had faded from the sun and was discarded. It is likely that the same will happen to the new 

layer in a similar amount of time. During this project I questioned the process in which 

I was participating, imagining the seemingly endless cycle of removal and replacement. 

The second project is a roof renovation project that called for the removal of five layers of 

roof which had accumulated on a home over about 100 years. The bottom layer was cedar 

shake, original to the house, above that was asbestos shingle, and above that were three 

layers of asphalt shingle. This roof had two more layers than allowed by the building codes, 

which restrict homes to a maximum of three rooflayers. Though the roof was built against 

building codes, and layered as an inexpensive alternative to a tear-off, it seemed to be intui

tively addressing the transience of the layers. And though the siding project was considered 

to be "good practice" it completely disregarded the existing skin layers, overlooking the 

potential of an additive process. These experiences have influenced me to question current 

building practices and pursue a deeper exploration of the transitory skin. 

Transitory Skin 

Architecture is typically represented in its most pristine state; drawn, rendered, and 

photographed to show the brief moment after its construction in which a building has not 

been marked by its user or environment. After this moment the condition of the building 

is out of the architect's control and the owner becomes responsible for its future mainte

nance and transformations. The reality of buildings, however, is that they spend most of 

their lives in a state that is much different from their initial renderings. Though a building 

is thought to be complete after its initial construction, this is merely the starting point of its 

long-lasting life. The original material that the building is composed of only lasts as long as 

the owner and environmental forces will allow it to. 
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Figure 1: Elias Kotzambasis & Elias Kotzambasis II 

Figure 2: Curly's Restaurant Roof Figure 3: Knox Farms Mansion Roof 
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The American home, or more specifically the North American balloon and platform 

frame home, has a particularly interesting relationship with time that is not present in 

many other locations or typologies. The North American home is in a constant state of flux 

and is both dynamic and temporary, constantly shedding and gaining new materials as the 

owner sees fit. This is due to the ephemeral qualities of materials used, and the constant 

shifting of home owners and building trends. As the skin of the home faces the test of time, 

becoming weathered and outdated, the owner must modify the skin in order to maintain 

both its functionality as an envelope, and appearance. In both cases these additions can 

be full or partial, being added in layers and patches as they are needed. A piece of chipped 

siding may be replaced to keep the skin uniform, a tarp placed on the roof to stop a leak, or 

even a fresh layer of paint applied to keep the house looking fresh and preserve the wood 

beneath it. 

Because the skin of the home is in a constant state of flux, it is difficult to define it in 

terms of materiality and form. Rather than thinking of a building skin as a static form, the 

skin can be thought of as a space in which materials are placed and layered through time. 

Similar to the skin on our body, the skin of a home engages in an additive and subtractive 

process, shedding and accumulating layers. In Immaterial Architecture, Jonathon Hill ar

gues that, rather than being solid and stable, architecture is dynamic and malleable. He de

scribes architecture as a fusion of the immaterial and material, an ever-changing collection 

of matter from the past and present. In this passage Hill discusses the transitory nature of 

the home: 

"Home clothing is immaterial in that it is temporal, responsive to changes in the 

weather season-to-season and day-to-day, and made of materials that are insub

stantial and decay, such as air and leaves." (98) 

This strays away from the idea that a home is, and should be, a solid and stable object. It 

is rather something that is continuously changing and cannot be understood completely by 

the matter in which it is composed of at any given time. Although the passage highlights the 

research focus of 'home clothing', or building skin, it is important to note that this building 

component is only one of many transitory pieces of the home. In the diagram titled Shear

ing Layers ofChange, found on the first page of the book How Buildings Learn, (Figure 4) 

Stewart brand identifies the six buildings elements present in the home which transform at 

varying rates; these include stuff, space plan, surface, skin, structure, and site. The diagram 

is accompanied by a short text explaining that "because of the different rate of change of 
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its components, a building is always tearing itself apart" (Brand 1). This constant change is 

not only a product of the homeowner's desire for change, but is a response to the inherent 

flexibility of this typology. 

"The flexible treatment of the house which has been common practice in America 

since colonial days is one of the keys to its domestic architecture. Opinions are sup

posed to change oftener in America than elsewhere, but this is not true in the field 

of housing. Here there has been continuous growth. American developments show 

more continuity than we find in Europe, and more of the power to develop new el

ements for the future out of the exiting architectural inheritance." (Gideion 364-5) 

The inherent potential for continuous growth and change in the American home, along 

with the 'weak' nature of building materials used, is what gives it such an interesting rela

tionship to time. This is a typology where material composition is changing in a duration 

of time that can be observed and studied, supporting the distinction of architecture as a 

process not defined solely by its materiality. 

A building cannot be fully understood without considering its relationship to time. 

A building can be better understood as the location in which the process of adding and 

removing building materials takes place, rather than an object that is complete after it 

is initially constructed. In Experiencing Architecture, Steen Rasmussen discussed the ar

chitect's desire for longevity in their work along with the architects limited agency in the 

buildings they design. Rasmussen states the following: 

"Another great difficulty is that the architect's work is intended to live on into a 

distant future. He sets the stage for a long, slow-moving performance which must 

be adaptable enough to accommodate unforeseen improvisations. His building 

should preferably be ahead of its time when planned so that it will be in keeping 

with the times as long as it stands." (12) 

Here the initial physical manifestation of the building is described as the stage, suggest

ing that the performance, which includes the inhabitation and future adaptation of the 

building, has much more significance. Though the actual performance must fit within the 

constraints of the 'set', there are infinite ways for the performance of the building to play

out that could never be foreseen in its initial construction. Rasmussen also addresses a 

different responsibility for architects than we typically see. Rather than being responsible 

for designing the whole performance, the architect is only responsible for, and maybe only 
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capable of, setting the stage. The responsibility of the architect is now shifted from being 

one who designs solutions to one who designs a situation in which others can introduce 

their own solutions. The architect is not creating a final product, but rather the first step in 

a process which has not yet been determined. 

After a building is built, the remainder of its performance is carried out through 

the means of repair and renovation. Repair is not typically an area of construction that 

involves architects. It is often thought of as a passive action, only trying to recover areas 

which no longer serve their function, having no need for the involvement of a designer. 

Arguably, repair is an essential part of a building's life, allowing it to adapt and responding 

to the temporal properties of its materials. In The Timeless way ofBuilding, Christopher 

Alexander proposes a new way to think about the action of repairing. He states 

"When we repair something in this new sense, we assume that we are going to 

transform it, that new wholes will be born, that, indeed, the entire whole which 

is being repaired will become a different whole as the result of the repair. In this 

sense, the idea of repair is creative, dynamic, open. It assumes that we are con

stantly led to the creation of new wholes, by paying attention to the defects in the 

existing wholes, and trying to repair them."(486) 

By seeing repair in this way it becomes a new tool to design, rather than a tool to rebuild 

a previous design. If repair is thought of in this way, it becomes an action that is both re

sponsive and generative, rather than restorative. These qualities are illustrated in repairs 

which implement the process oflayering, inherently responding to the previous layer, and 

leading to the creation of a new whole. There is a need to readdress the misconception that 

repair is separate from the field of architecture. The need to repair is inevitable and the 

process of repair is one which responds to the transience of building materials and should 

be considered an integral part of architectural design. 

Temporal Layering 

Through my experiences working in the construction industry, along with the obser

vations I have made through a study of local buildings, I have identified a phenomenon 

in which homes shed and accumulate many skin layers through time. This phenomenon 

is my specific area of interest for the research and I will be referring to it as the temporal 

layering process. The layering of material is a common practice in the renovation and 

repair of homes. It is an inexpensive alternative to removing and replacing the skin. It is 
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Figure 4: Stewart Brand, Shearing Layers ofChange (1995) 

also typically done without the involvement of an architect. The major issue with the cur

rent practice of layering is that each additional layer is more difficult to install, and has a 

shorter lifespan than it would on a new skin. The accumulation oflayers also increases the 

difficulty and the cost of a complete removal and replacement, once additional layers can 

no longer be added. This addition of layers is rather counterintuitive. When more layers 

are used in the initial design of an architectural skin, the lifespan of the skin is typically 

longer. The reason that this practice is not performing in an effective way is because layers 

are not designed in a way that anticipates for the addition of future layers, or designed to be 

added in a way that responds to existing layers. Even though the way these layers are being 

applied are not necessarily effective or efficient as systems, the process of accumulating lay

ers and understanding that they are temporary and need to be added on to through time is 

something that could have great implications in the field ofarchitecture. Thoroughly exam

ining this process and applying these principals to the design of buildings has the potential 

to reshape the way that our buildings function and respond to the unceasing flow of time. 
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Identity 

The question of identity is one that continues to come up in my discussions on tem

porality in architecture. This could be because claiming that architecture is a process 

insinuates that materiality does not necessarily define architecture. If it is not the specific 

matter that makes up a building which gives it identity, then what is it? This question 

draws many parallels to the ancient Greek paradox ofThe Ship ofTheseus. The paradox 

proposes two question: 

"First, suppose that the famous ship sailed by the hero Theseus in a great bat-

tle has been kept in a harbor as a museum piece. As the years go by some of the 

wooden parts begin to rot and are replaced by new ones. After a century or so, all 

of the parts have been replaced. Is the "restored" ship still the same object as the 

original? 

Second, suppose that each of the removed pieces were stored in a warehouse, and 

after the century, technology develops to cure their rotting and enable them to be 

put back together to make a ship. Is this "reconstructed" ship the original ship? 

And if so, is the restored ship in the harbor still the original ship too." (Cohen) 

The boat in this story could easily be replaced with almost any object, including a build

ing. While reading the first question it may be easy to determine that the restored object 

is the same object as the original, but once you are introduced with the existence of an 

identical object formed of the collection of these removed pieces it becomes much more 

difficult to answer. Choosing which boat is the original would essentially be choosing 

whether materiality or position defines the identity of an object. Though the question 

would be much easier to answer if all of the pieces on the ship were replaced and then 

rebuilt in a separate location in a single day. It would be clear that the ship composed 

of new materials was a replica, placed in the harbor which housed the original ship. The 

gradual change over time is what makes this question so difficult to answer, and possibly 

what makes the separation between materiality and identity in the built environment so 

difficult to grasp. 

Why is it that the gradual change over time becomes such an essential factor for deter

mining the identity of an object? This could be because of the similarities of this process 

with our understanding of both ourselves, and the environment that surrounds us. In 
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Figure 5: Ship of Theseus 

Time Space and Architecture Siegfried Gideon speaks about architecture as an "organ

ism with its own continuing life". The process of removing and replacing cells takes place 

within every living organism. There is no identity crisis when each cell in our body is 

completely replaced every seven years, or when the change of seasons completely renews 

the landscape around us. Why is it then so hard to see the built environment in the same 

way? Ifwe were to understand buildings as organisms, we could then understand the 

preservation of their identity as their material composition changes over time. In the 

1998 article Art and Objecthood, Michael Fried draws his own conclusion of the topic of 

renewal and identity in both the built environment and the world as a whole. 

"If all the world were annihilated and a new world were freshly created, though 

it were to exist in every particular in the same manner as this world, it would not 

be the same. Therefor because there is continuity which is time, 'it is certain with 

me that the world exists anew every moment; that the existence of things every 

moment ceases and is every moment renewed." (Fried 116) 

Ifwe were to understand the world in this way, where everything is constantly being 

regenerated in the continuum of time, then matter and identity would be even more de

tached than in the previous example of the living organism. Fried is making the argument 

that the continuity of matter does not necessarily make a difference in the continuity of 

the world, since he is claiming that the existence of matter is constantly being destroyed 
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and renewed. His argument, I believe, is that the continuity of our perception or experi

ence of the world is what preserves its identity as a singular entity in the continuum of 

time, rather than the continuity of its physical composition. That being said, a building 

which has been transformed through gradual changes over time to the point where all 

of its materials are replaced and the original is completely unrecognizable could still be 

considered the same building. 

Methodology 

This research explores the processes in which architecture is understood as an accumu

lation of skin layers as a result of the transitory quality of building materials, investigat

ing the potentials of this temporal layering, and questioning the architect's role in these 

transitions. The research focuses on investigating current informal layering processes and 

their potential to influence a new approach to layering in the architectural skin. The re

search was broken up into two parts. The first part includes the documentation of existing 

conditions through photography and analysis through diagramming. This portion of the 

research was completed during the directed research phase of this project. The second part 

of the research is a full scale built study which investigates the physical action of layering. 

This portion of the research took place in the spring semester of the thesis. 

The goal of the photography study was to collect a critical mass of photographs which ex

pose the process of accumulating layers on the architectural skin and analyze the collection 

in order to collect information about the layering process. The focus of the study was on the 

single family home, due to the prevalence of these moments within the typology. The pho

tographs were taken on a series of bike rides through the neighborhoods surrounding the 

University at Buffalo south campus. A map was made in advice, in order to guide the trip, 

with two main goals. The first goal was to investigate the four neighborhoods surrounding 

the campus, going through Tonawanda, Amherst, Buffalo, and the east side of Buffalo. The 

second goal was to investigate homes with a high variety of annual household incomes, 

crossing through areas with average annual household incomes ranging from $16,000 to 

$100,000. 

After the collection of photographs, a selection was made of the photos which best 

reveal the process of layering which occurs on the skin of the home. After this the photos 

were categorized into four categories: looking back, revealing, concealing compositions, 

and concealing transitions. The "looking back" category includes photographs of homes 
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which show evidence of being added onto recently. The photos in this category are paired 

with images collected from Google maps, in order to expose the recent addition of skin 

layers. The group categorized as "revealing" includes homes that are in the process of shed

ding their skin, revealing older layers of skin beneath. The "concealing" categories include 

homes in the process of having layers added to them, still showing parts of them layers they 

are concealing. The concealing and images have been annotated at two scales, one which is 

focused on the composition of different layers, and the other focused on the detailing and 

transitions between layers. The larger scale identifies the number and placement oflayers 

on the skin of the building, using evidence revealed in the photo, to speculate on causes and 

the order and reasoning for different layers. The more focused scale identifies detailing of 

transitions between layers, fasteners, sealants, and other details related to the assembly 

of the layers. Though a significant amount of information on the processes of layering was 

collected by looking at these series of homes, the photography study is quite limited. Since 

the research is focused on the process oflayering, the collection of static moments can only 

reveal limited evidence of the physical action of accumulating layers. Given the 30-week 

time-frame of the research, in comparison time it takes for these homes to accumulate lay

ers, the act of observing did not have the potential to reveal a significant amount of infor

mation regarding this process. The built experiment was an effort to respond to the passive 

nature of the photographic study in order to reveal additional information that could not 

be achieved through observation and diagramming. 

The goal of the built experiment was to reveal potential architectural implications 

through engaging in the layering process. The experiment is a 1:1 construction sited on the 

University at Buffalo South campus, focused on the accumulation oflayers through a pro

cess of improvisation and bricolage. Found materials were layered onto a frame by myself 

and a series of participants, who are given an intentionally open-ended set of instructions 

and design goals. This was done in order to give participants the agency to make design 

decisions in response to existing conditions, available materials and tools, and personal in

terest. The guidelines given to participants were developed based off of observations made 

in the photographic study and analysis of homes within the city of Buffalo and strive to 

promote continuity perpetuation. This process hopes to reveal potentials and adversities 

faced through the improvisational accumulation oflayers. The goal of this experiment was 

to accumulate 15 to 20 layers. Through this extreme accumulation oflayers, I hoped to re

veal the both the benefits and disadvantages of this layered skin, along with the adversities 

and solutions found through the making process. 
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Photography Study 

"Buildings inhabit and symbolize time, giving form to history and making 

public space an index of the past. Photographs are made of time; they are 

literally projections of past states of their subjects." 

(Joel Smith, The Life and Death ofBuildings : On Photography and Time. 2011) 

The goal of the photography study was to collect a critical mass of photographs which ex

posed the process in which buildings accumulate and shed skin layers. The collection was 

then analysed in order to better understand the context in which this practice occurs and 

the tendencies within the practice. It is important to note that the collection of images is 

not focused specifically on decay, weathering, or repair, thought these are actions which 

contribute to the layering process as a whole. The study focused on buildings in moments 

of flux, that had shown evidence of being constructed with the temporal layering method, 

which is typically hidden. 

The focus of the study is on the single family home, due to the prevalence of these moments 

within the typology. The photographs were taken on a series of bike rides through the 

neighbourhoods surrounding the University at Buffalo south campus. A route was made in 

advice, in order to guide the bike ride with two main goals. The first goal was to investigate 

the four neighbourhoods surrounding the campus, going through Tonawanda, Amherst, 

Buffalo, and the east side of Buffalo. The second goal was to investigate homes with a high 

variety of annual household incomes, crossing through areas with average annual house

hold incomes ranging from $16,000 to $100,000. After the collection of photographs was 

compiled onto a map it can be seen that the majority of the homes with these specific char

acteristics are in low-income neighbourhoods, with average annual household incomes 

ranging from $26,000 to $40,000. There are very few homes above this range that show 

any signs of temporal layering. This map (figure x) reveals that there is a clear relationship 

between socioeconomic status and the prevalence of an ongoing layered construction. The 

prevalence of this phenomenon, along with it's direct relationship to a scarcity or means, 

further justifies the significance of this investigation. 
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Figure T Bike Trip 10-27-2018 Figure 8: Bike Trail 10-27-2018 

Figure 9: Bike Trip Equipment (Vilano Bike, Backpack, Sketchbook, Cannon T6, 12oz Water) 
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Neighborhood Border: 

- - 1- -

Income Boundaries: 

Median: $33,400 

!-+.~ --------------~~~ ~ --
High: $120,847 

Figure 9: Bike Map 
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Looking Back 

"It is never twice the same, because it always takes its shape from 
the particular place in which it occurs." 
(Christopher Alexander, The Timeless way ofBuilding. 1979) 

The following is a collection of photos that show current and previous versions of homes 

which have recently undergone a transformation. These photos were collected in order to 

archive the multiple identities that these buildings have had in recent years and to be used 

as clues to further speculate on previous manifestations of the homes and the processes 

which generated these transformations. 

The homes that were selected for this portion of the study showed evidence of being re

cently transformed. Older homes that were either in the process of being renovated, or had 

new skin materials were photographed for this section. After photographing these homes, 

Google street view was used to uncover previous identities of the buildings. These photos 

were then analyzed, noting the changes over time and the possible processes and reasoning 

associated with the changes. 

This collection of photos demonstrates the ability for the passing of time, and minor trans

formations by multiple agents, to alter the essence of a building. These images bring about 

questions of what defines the identity or essence of a building. All of these homes have gone 

through material transformations though it can be argued that only some of them have 

changed in essence. At what point does a change in material or a series of minor transfor

mations change the essence of a building? 
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Figure 12: 562 Minnesota Ave (2014) Figure 13: 562 Minnesota Ave (2018) 



Figure 14: 216 Minnesota Ave (2017) Figure 15: 216 Minnesota Ave (2012) 

Figure 16: 381 Winspear Ave (2014) Figure lT 381 Winspear Ave (2018) 
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Figure 18: 162 Hawthorne Ave (2007) Figure 19: 162 Hawthorne Ave (2012) 

Figure 20: 162 Hawthorne Ave (2014) 



Figure 24: 396 Lasalle Ave (2014) Figure 25: 396 Lasalle Ave (2018) 
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Figure 26: 216 Minnesota Ave (2014) Figure 2T 216 Minnesota Ave (2018) 

Figure 28: 570 Minnesota Ave (2014) Figure 29: 570 Minnesota Ave (2018) 
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Revealing 

"Like a collage, revealing evidence of time and its methods of 
construction, a work of architecture contains accumulated histo
ry as it is lived and engaged rather than observed." 
(Jennifer A.E. Shields, Collage and Architecture. 2014) 

The following is a collection of photographs which display moments of flux where the 

building skin is being shed, revealing the layers existing below. These were documented in 

order to archive the conditions in which this shedding occurs and to further examine both 

the physical and social context of the phenomenon. 

The shedding of the building skin is typically a result of weathering or poor workmanship. 

In this collection, the weakest and most weathered parts of the home have begun to peel 

off of their supporting layers, leaving the underlying materials vulnerable to the elements 

once again. In some cases the layers below are able to withstand weathering and retain the 

functionality of the envelope, something that would not be possible if the previous layers 

had been stripped. The shedding of the building skin is generally seen as a problem, as it 

typically creates openings in the building envelope. It could be argued that in either case 

the shedding of the skin is an opportunity that creates vacancies to be filled by patchwork. 

This partial shedding creates the opportunity to weave new materials into old and to grad

ually respond to the weathering and decay of the home. These moments also reveal the 

constructed history of the building, giving clues which help us how the building may have 

looked or functioned in the past. 
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Figure 30: 250 Merrimac Street 

A single piece of asphalt siding has been damaged from 
weathering and fallen off of the home. This has revealed the 
cedar shake siding below which has pieces missing from its 
pattern, along with the remaining nails and cants used in the 
installation of the asphalt siding. The outermost layer of the 
Asphalt siding surrounding this area has been worn and lost 
its outermost layer of surface granules. 

Figure 32: 50 Montrose Ave 

The top piece of vinyl siding has fallen off of the home at a 
transition point to cedar shake. The rigid insulation behind 
this siding has also been warn away, exposing the clapboard 
below. The paint is peeling and is marked with dimensions, 
most likely representing the height of the top piece of vinyl 
siding. 

Figure 31: 123 Hawthorne Ave 

The top piece ofvinyl siding has fallen off of the home and the 
rigid insulation behind this siding has also been warn away. 
This has exposed a portion of metal flashing and asphalt sid
ing, along with the nailing channels of the vinyl siding. 

Figure 33: 77 Heath Street 

Two rows of press board siding have weathered to the point 
of falling off, tearing off part of the underlayment along with 
it. The nails from these pieces still remain. Paint is peeling off 
of the remaining panels in the areas round the nails, leaving 
the press board exposed. 
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Figure 34: 91 Tyler Street 

The top piece ofvinyl siding has fallen off of the home and the 
rigid insulation behind this siding has also been warn away. 
This has exposed a portion of metal flashing and asphalt sid
ing, along with the nailing channels of the vinyl siding. 

~ 

Figure 36: 52 Hawthorne Ave 

The aluminum fascia trim has fallen off and a piece of alumi
num soffit has begun to peel back. This exposes the wooden 
soffiit and fascia, along with a crown molding that was hid
den in the profile of the fascia metal. Paint on the wood is 
peeling and mostly chipped away. 

Figure 35: 201 Merrimac Street 

The press board siding on the bottom corner of the dormer 
has undergone rot and was shed, falling off with the alumi
num corner cap. This has revealed the bare pine bevel siding 
and the aluminum flashing below. The paint on surrounding 
press board panels has begun to and boards have begun to 
rot. These boards have been spot painted. 

Figure 3T 375 University Ave 

The aluminum trim has been blown upward by the wind and 
being held on by it topmost nails. A pine fascia board with 
peeling red paint is revealed underneath. This fascia metal 
was replaced with a new piece within a week, the brown pain 
on the new aluminum is a slightly different color than the 
original. 
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Figure 38: 101 Englewood Ave 

The gray asphalt shingle around the valley has fallen off re
vealing the warn black asphalt shingle and the rusted steel 
valley flashing below. 

Figure 40: 99 Larchmont Road 

Multiple rows of shingle have been lost from the top portion 
of the roof. The top layer of shingles appears to be relatively 
new. The layer below is significantly weathered and may have 
cause the layer above to fail. A group of nails is left exposed 
from the loss of multiple layers of shingles. 

Figure 39: 91 Tyler Street 

Roll roofing is placed below the chimney and the edges are 
sealed with tar. A potion of shingle has fallen off, revealing 
the asbestos shingle, and ceder shake below. The top two 
rows of vinyl siding have fallen off, revealing the asphalt 
shingle siding and rigid insulation below. 

Figure 41: 54 Paige Ave 

The top layer of shingle has been ripped out of place. The 
roofing nails were left behind and there is a clean stagger on 
the left side with a rip on the right. The shingles were most 
likely torn off from wind coming from the front side of the 
house. 
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Figure 42: 34 Merrimac Street 

A significant area of three-tab asphalt shingle is missing from 
the middle section of the roof with a few loose shingles hang
ing over the edge. This open patch reveals the asphalt shingle 
below. 

Figure 44: 95 Hawthorne Ave 

A thin crack coming from the corner of a window, most like
ly caused by the settling of the house, has caused a piece of 
stone veneer siding to fall off, revealing the steel mesh and 
mortar below. 

Figure 43: 250 Montrose Ave 

There is moss growing at the base of the wall which has paint
ed clapboard siding. The moss has caused the paint to peel, 
revealing the bear pine siding below. 

• I 

..,,._-
Figure 45: no Merrimac Street 

The replacement of the porch roof has cause a portion of the 
cedar shake siding to be removed in order for asphalt shingle 
flashing to be installed over the tongue and groove board and 
tucked under the siding for waterproofing. 
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Figure 46: 221 Montrose Ave 

The vapor barrier underpayment has warn away from the 
seam into thin strips of plastic. The wearing has revealed 
the plywood below which seams to have suffered from water 
damage. 

Figure 48: 47 Lisbon Ave 

A single piece of stained cedar shake siding has fallen off 
resembling a missing tooth. This missing piece reveals the 
unfinished portion of the shake below, along with the canting 
and decking. 

Figure 4T 167 Heath Street 

A single piece of vinyle siding has fallen off revealing the 
painted wood siding below. 

Figure 49: 110 Merrimac Street 

The removal of the bottom portion of clapboard siding has 
revealed the becking below. This portion has been partially 
covered with plywood and tyvek underlayment. 
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Concealing Composition 

"Step by step, each act of building, which contributes to the growing whole, 

is also helping to repair or heal what is already there." 

(Christopher Alexander, The Timeless way ofBuilding 1979) 

The following is a collection of photographs which display moments of flux where the 

building skin is in the process of being added onto, concealing the layers below. These were 

documented in order to archive the transitory nature of the building skin and uncover un

derlying tendencies present in these transformations. 

This section is focused on the arrangement of different layers on the building skin. The 

diagramming and notations identify the number and placement of layers on the skin of 

the building, using evidence revealed in the photo to speculate on causes, processes, and 

reasoning associated with the specific ways in which skin materials were installed. This col

lection of photographs reveals the on-going process of temporal layering. The layers can be 

partial or complete, blended or separated, and complementary or contrasting. There is also 

a wide range of apparent reasoning for the additions oflayers, some being functional while 

others are purely aesthetic. Whichever the case is, this addition of layers, though it may 

seam haphazard at times, is done with very clear intention as a response to the immediate 

desire or need of the home owner. 

I could be argued that this process of construction is much more similar to the act of collage 

or montage than it is to new-build construction. The sporadic addition of partial layers, in 

almost all cases being reused, misused, or re-contextualized in this perpetual collection of 

materials is germane to the techniques used in both collage and montage. 
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Figure 50: 175 Lisbon Ave 

New vinyl siding is in the process of being placed over the ex
isting cedar shake. The shake and clapboard on the remain
der of the home does not appear to be rotting, though a good 
portion of the paint has peeled off. 

Figure 52: 146 Montrose Ave 

Rigid foam insulation has been installed on top of the clap
board siding. A vinyl corner piece, trim, and tyvek wrap have 
also been installed, indicating that this home is in the process 
of being clad with vinyl siding. 

Figure 51: 445 Minnesota Ave 

The home is clad with faux brick asphalt siding and two col
ors of plastic paneling which is typically used on the interi
or of homes. The plastic appears to have been placed over 
parts where the asphalt has been removed. Two weeks after 
this photo was taken the home had new vinyl siding installed 
overtop, leaving no evidence of the complexity of this skin 
layer. 

Figure 53: 379 Minnesota Ave 

A small portion of vinyl siding has been installed on the wall 
meeting a new roof in order to act as a counter flashing to 
the step flashing on going up the wall. It is possible that the 
previous siding or flashing was damaged in the tear off of the 
old roof. 
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Figure 54: 201 Englewood Ave 

A new layer of asphalt shingle is has been partly installed 
over top of the previous layer. Roofing jacks and a bundle of 
shingles has been left, indicating that there is a plan to con
tinue the reroof. The staggered edge of the shingles and the 
drip edge has been blown up from the wind. 

Figure 56: 169 Highgate Ave 

One face of the garage has been reroofed. There is most likely 
no plan to re-roof the other side any time soon, considering 
cap has been installed on the hip. 

Figure 55: 114 Heath Street -
The bottom portion of this roofhas been cut straight and torn 
off. New roofing was installed and tucked under the edge of 
the old shingles. The edge was then nailed and each nail was 
sealed with tar. This takes place on both sides of the home 
and is most likely due to the removal of a Yankee gutter. 

Figure 5T 563 Highgate Ave 

A new layer of shingle has been added to the portion of the 
roof below the chimney. The edge has been sealed with tar. 
Half of the roof has been painted with fibered aluminum roof 
coating. 
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Figure 58: 618 Minnesota Ave 

Two rows of ice shield have been installed over top of the 
shingle where the roof beets a side wall and the chimney. 

Figure 60: 2 Grandview Ave 

A new layer of shingle has been installed around an existing 
pipe and tucked under a row of shingles above. The stager on 
the side indicates that this pattern could be continued across 
the length of the roof. 

Figure 59: 191 Englewood Ave 

Two tarps have been installed to cover the entire half of the 
roof. Miscellaneous wooden boards are used to hold the tarp 
tightly in place. The tarp is draped over the ridge and eave 
where more wooden boards hold it in place. 

Figure 61: 91 Tyler Street 

Two rows of roll roofing are placed below the chimney and 
the edges are sealed with tar. A potion of shingle has fallen 
off, revealing the asbestos shingle, and ceder shake below. 
The top two rows of vinyl siding have fallen off, revealing the 
asphalt shingle siding and rigid insulation below. 
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Figure 62: 201 Englewood Ave 

One face of the home has been re-roofed. There is most like
ly no plan to re-roof the other side any time soon, consider
ing cap has been installed on the hip. 

Figure 64: 64 Paige Ave 

A majority of the roof has been covered in roofing felt , some 
of which has been peeled back from the wind. 

Figure 63: 245 Lisbon Ave 

One face of the home has been re-roofed. The new roofing 
has been tucked under the existing hip and ridge cap. 

Figure 65: 25 Lisbon Ave 

One face of the home has been re-roofed. Shingles have been 
draped over the hip and nailed down, indicating that there is 
most likely a plan to re-roof the front in the near future. 
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Figure 66: 28 Lisbon Ave 

One face of the home has been re-roofed. Shingles have been 
draped over the hip and nailed down, indicating that there is 
most likely a plan to re-roof the front in the near future. 

Figure 68: 108 Lisbon Ave 

Five types of shingle are visible on this roof. Newer shingles 
are placed on top of the existing layer. These three types of 
shingles are installed within the same layer of the roof, meet-
ing at sides, tops and valleys. A portion of the front of the roof 
also reveals an other layer of shingle below. 

Figure 6T 46 Lisbon Ave 

Five types of shingles coexist on this side of the roof. The ga
ble roof has had the first two rows of shingles replaced and 
tucked under the existing shingles above. This was most like
ly due to the removal of Yankee gutters. The bottom of the 
valley in the hip roof has been replaced and tucked under the 
existing roofing. The top two rows and ridge cap of the hip 
roof have also been replaced. 

Figure 69: 266 Minnesota Ave 

Four types of shingle are visible on this roof. The three newer 
shingle types are installed on the same layer but do not have 
proper overlaps. Wooden boards have also been nailed into 
the roof. 
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Figure 70: 254 Minnesota Ave 

A new layer of shingle has been installed on top of the old 
roof in three major patches. Tops of shingles are tucked un
der the existing shingle above. Sides that are not installed 
within the stagger of the old roof are sealed with a bead of tar. 

Figure 72: 354 Minnesota Ave 

Three major patches have been installed on this roof at dif
ferent times. The patches that use three tab shingle have been 
installed on the same layer around the chimney. Architectur
al shingle has been installed above, surrounding an existing 
pipe. The top of this layer is sealed with roofing tar. A weath
ered portion of the roof reveal an other layer below, indicat
ing that some portions of the roof have four or more layers. 

Figure 71: 270 Minnesota Ave 

One face of the home has been re-roofed. There is most like
ly no plan to re-roof the other side any time soon, consider
ing cap has been installed on the hip. 
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Figure 73: 563 Highgate Ave 

A layer of ice shield has been installed above the shingles in 
the valley. The edges were sealed with tar and the valley was 
coated with fibered aluminum roof coating, which is typically 
used is seal bitumen membrane roofing. 
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Figure 74: 618 Minnesota Ave 

Two rows of ice shield have been installed over top of the 
shingle where the roof beets a side wall and the chimney. 

Figure 76: 193 Lasalle Ave 

Two tarps are loosely covering the damaged shingle roof. A 
wooden board is hanging off the edge of the roof, being held 
on by a single nail connected to the tarp. It is likely that the 
woos was nailed into the roof and the tarps had been tighter 
when installed. 

Figure 75: 417 Lasalle Ave 

House paint is used to partially paint both the cedar shake 
siding and the asphalt shingle roofing. 

Figure 7T 78 Lasalle Ave 

This roof has been patched with asphalt shingles, roof roof
ing, and ice shield in combination with each other. These are 
installed completely over top of the previous layer and are 
sealed with tar where necessary. 
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Concealing Transitions 

"A new architectural whole emerged at each stage of its development. His

torical incongruities were not architecturally recorded. The old was adapted 

to the new, or the new to the old, in the interest of the complete, integrated 

appearance of its latest stage of evolution. Only when one analyzes the sub

stance of the walls, strips them of their plaster, and examines their joints do 

these old buildings reveal their complex genesis." 

(Peter Zurn thor, "Thinking Architecture" 2010) 

The following is a collection of photographs which display moments of flux where the 

building skin is in the process of being added onto, concealing the layers below. These were 

documented in order to archive the transitory nature of the building skin and uncover un

derlying tendencies present in these transformations. 

This section is focused on the moments in which multiple layers and multiple materials 

are joined. The diagramming and notations are focused on detailing of transitions between 

layers, fasteners, sealants, and other details related to the assembly of the layers. This col

lection highlights the specialized construction techniques used in order transition between 

different materials and layers both adjacently on the same layer and stacked on different 

layers. It can be seen that the addition of skin layers is both thoughtful and responsive, 

connecting to the existing conditions in sensitive and specified ways. 
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Figure 78: 162 Hawthorne Ave 

The house is in the process of having vinyl siding added to 
it. Damaged portions of the clapboard siding have been re
placed with OSB plywood. 

New vinyl siding is in the process of being placed over the ex
isting cedar shake. The shake and clapboard on the remain
der of the home does not appear to be rotting, though a good 
portion of the paint has peeled off. 

Figure 79: 216 Minnesota Ave 

A new layer of vinyl siding has been installed after the remov
al of the existing layer of cedar shake, a portion of which has 
not been removed yet. A shingle is tucked under the siding 
to act as flashing but in doing so causes the siding to bend, 
removing it from its starter strip. The decking of the wall and 
framing of the eave are also left exposed. 

' 
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Figure 81: 162 Hawthorne Ave 

Vinyl siding is in the process of being installed directly over 
the existing clapboard. The clapboard has been weathered 
and the paint is peeling. 
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Figure 82: 162 Hawthorne Ave 

Vinyl soffit and aluminum fascia trim is in the process of be
ing installed on the rake of this home. The old wooden fascia 
trim and the new particle board box are temporarily exposed. 

Figure 84: 266 Minnesota Ave 

Four types of shingle are visible on this roof. The tree newer 
shingle types are installed on the same layer but do not have 
proper overlaps. Wooden boards have also been nailed into 
the roof. 

Figure 83 : 64 Paige Av 

Felt is placed over the shingle roof, nailed and tared at the 
seam. The felt is also nailed over the edge of the rake and 
nailed to the fascia. 

Figure 85: 618 Minnesota Ave 

Two rows of ice shield have been installed over top 
of the shingle. The edges are nailed down and left ex
posed. 
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Figure 86: 216 Minnesota Ave 

A layer of roofing felt has been placed over the cedar shake 
roof. The majority of the nails have torn through the felt. 

Figure 88: 201 Lasalle Ave 

Rows of ice shield have been placed on top of the roofwithout 
being tucked under any shingles or being sealed. Thin strips 
of tarp remain where they were fastened to the roof. 

Figure 8T 608 Minnesota Ave 

The other side of the hip roof has accumulated a new lay
er of shingle and ridge cap. The additional thickness of the 
adjacent skin is left exposed, along with the traces of a tarp 
underneath. 

Figure 89: 186 Lisbon Ave 

A layer of ice shield has been installed above the shingles in 
the valley. The edges were sealed with tar. 
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Figure 90: 123 Hawthorne Ave 

Rows of shingles have been installed upside down over top 
of the existing roof. 

Figure 92: 191 Englewood Ave 

Two tarps have been installed to cover the entire half of the 
roof. Wooden boards are nailed over top the tarp to hold it 
tightly in place. Plastic cap nails are also used to hold the tarp 
in place. 

Figure 91: 618 Minnesota Ave 

Two rows of ice shield have been installed over top of the 
shingle. The edges are nailed down and left exposed. 

Figure 93: 549 Minnesota Ave 

Five types of shingle are visible on this roof. Newer shingles 
are placed on top of the existing layer. These three types of 
shingles are installed within the same layer of the roof, meet
ing at sides, tops and valleys. 
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Figure 94: 25 Lisbon Ave 

One face of the home has been re-roofed. Shingles have been 
draped over the hip and nailed down, indicating that there is 
most likely a plan to re-roof the front in the near future. 

Figure 96: 354 Minnesota Ave 

Three major patches have been installed on this roof at dif
ferent times. The patches that use three tab shingle have been 
installed on the same layer around the chimney. The archi
tectural shingle has been installed above this surrounding an 
existing pipe. The top of this layer is sealed with roofing tar. 

- - . 

Figure 95: 191 Englewood Ave 

Two tarps have been installed to cover the entire half of the 
roof. Wooden boards are nailed over top the tarp to hold it 
tightly in place. Plastic cap nails are also used to hold the tarp 
in place. 

-
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Figure 9T 563 Highgate Ave 

A new layer of shingle has been added to the portion of the 
roof below the chimney. The edge has been sealed with tar. 
Half of the roof has been painted with fibered aluminum roof 
coating. 
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216 Minnesota Ave 

"Thomas explained 'The house is there so that men may live in it; but it 

is also there because the builders have laid one stone upon another.' Ob

jects, then, are not just finished forms, but diagrams of the forces that had 

molded them. Underlying Thompson's vision was a conception that viewed 

change and motion, 'the ephemeral and actual', as essential elements to un

derstanding the world" 

(Hadas Steiner, "The forces of matter" 2005) 

This home was chosen from the initial photography study to be further analyzed because it 

exemplifies the transitory nature of the building skin. The renovations that have occurred 

on the house between 2014 and 2018 have completely transformed the essence of the 

home. This home also had very complex moments of revealing and concealing, along with 

clear documentation of the previous identity. 

Photo-collage was used to overlay images of the home from different points in its lifetime in 

order to diagram the change over time. This diagram works as a new form of documenting 

architecture, which focuses on revealing the transformations a building has gone through 

over time. It is an archival specification set which attempts to understand the transitory 

process by closely examining and collaging before and after images. 

The second diagram in this set is an analysis on the unfinished detailing of the home. This 

diagram is meant to be used to speculate on potential reasoning and processes associated 

with the material transformations in order to reveal more clues about the transitory pro

cess that the building has gone through. 
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Figure 98: Bike Trail 

Figure 99: West Elevation (2014) Figure 100: West Elevation (2018) 

Figure 101: Aerial View (2014) Figure 102: Aerial View (2018) 
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216 Minnesota Ave (Composition) 

• Wooden Door: Removed in renovation, calling for the alteration of framing elements. 

• Hip Roof: Removed in renovation, during re-framing of the Roof . 

• Double Hung Window: Removed in renovation, calling for the alteration of framing 
elements . 

• Cedar Shake Siding (painted white): Removed during renovation. 

• Cast Iron Hand Rail (painted black): Removed during renovation . 

• Porch Roof: Removal of rubber roof and installation of asphalt shingle without the 
introduction of a pitch. Removal of aluminum fascia and soffit covering, soffit replaced 
with vented vinyl soffits. 

• Vinyl Siding: Installed on top half of the home over-top cedar shake. 

• Roof Gable: West face of gable is raised in renovation, increasing the height of the west 
face of the home . 

• Double Hung Window: Installed in renovation, calling for the alteration of framing 
elements . 

• Temporary Wooden Scaffolding: Used for renovations between 2014 and 2018. 

Figure lT 216 Minnesota Ave (2018) Figure 16: 216 Minnesota Ave (2014) 
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Figure 103: 216 Minnesota Ave 2014/ 2018 Collage 
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216 Minnesota Ave (Transition) 

• Vinyl Siding: installed on the top portion of the home in a renovation between 2014 

and 2017. 

• Cedar Shake (Peeling Paint): Original siding for top half of the home. This are was not 
removed in demolition, most likely due to its relationship to the down spout . 

• Wooden Trim: This piece is original to the home. Weathering has caused the paint to 
peel and the wood to crack from the end grain . 

• Cedar Shake Siding (painted white): Removed during renovation. 

• Cedar Shake: Original siding for front portion of home. It has experienced less weath
ering than the top half. This may be because this portion of the home was originally 
an open porch. 

• Aluminum Down Spout: Down spouts appear to be new and were most likely installed 
during the roofing/ siding renovation . 

• Wooden Boards: Original sheathing for home installed in 1921. This area has been left 
exposed and is awaiting trim. 

• Vinyl Siding: The shingle is being used as top flashing and is preventing the siding 
from locking in to the starter strip. Shingle is also being used as a replacement for a 
roofing system and will not function properly at this pitch. 

• Vinyl Corner: Vinyl siding installed on the top portion of the home in a renovation 
between 2014 and 2017. 

• Metal Starter Strip: Installed during the siding renovation but does not function prop
erly. This is partly because it was installed over a portion of shake, and partly because 
it is not nailed properly. 
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Figure 104: 261 Minnesota Ave Detail (2018) 
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3. Process 
3.1 Monopoly House 

3.2 Representation 

3.3 Material Collection 
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Monopoly House 

The goal of the built experiment is to reveal potential architectural implications of the tem

poral layering process through a tangible engagement in the process. The decision to move 

into physical construction was a response to the passive nature of the photography study 

and is a means to translate the information found in the photo-analysis into physical form 

. The goal of this experiment was to work with full-scale building skin material on a small 

frame in order to work through kinks and develop a large-scale built experiment. 

The small-scale experiment was constructed from found materials. Materials were collect

ed from Buffalo Reuse, dumpers, construction sites, and on the street during garbage day. 

The model was constructed by comparing found materials to collected photos and reinter

preting moments from the photos within the model. The construction process was relative

ly intuitive and focused on stitching together multiple layers of building skins. 

The major issue with this mode of working was the precise curation and direct mimicry of 

existing moments. The fixed form of the 'monopoly house' was also an issue in the search 

for a generative and ever-expanding skin. These two factors resulted in an oversimplifi

cation of the complex process which is temporal layering. The built experiment was not 

generative and only recreated existing moments from the photographs. 

The takeaway from this experiment was to separate the built experiment from the pho

tography study and reduce my own agency within the built experiment. To do so it was 

necessary to involve many participant in the construction and develop an open-ended set 

of guidelines for them to follow. The form of the construct also had to be left open-ended in 

order to allow the process of making to be a generative sear for form, rather than a passive 

application of cladding. 
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• 50 Montrose Ave 

• 375 University Ave 

Figure 105: Monopoly House (Elevation 1) 
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• 266 Minnesota Ave 

• 191 Englewood Ave 
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• 216 Minnesota Ave Figure 106: Monopoly House (Elevation 2) 
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• 64 Paige Ave 

• 618 Minnesota Ave 
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• no Merrimac Street Figure WT Monopoly House (Elevation ) 
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Representation 

"So a collage is not only meant as an object, something made, a result, but what is perhaps 

far more interesting: a process. Moreover, that behind this way of doing something which 

as a result then leads to a collage, the collage would be meant as an attitude of mind." 

(Bernard Hoesli from a lecture delivered in Bern on May 2 , 1983) 

"Collage combines pictorial motifs and fragments from disconnected origins into a new 

synthetic entity which casts new roles and meanings to the parts. It suggests new narra

tives, dialogue, juxtapositions and temporal durations. Its elements lead double-lives; the 

collaged ingredients are suspended between their originary essences and the new roles 

assigned to them by the poetic ensemble." 

(Juhani Pallasmaa, Foreword to Collage and Architecture, by Jennifer A.E. Shields, 2014) 

Photo Collage was used as a method to quickly work through the design and documenta

tion of the beginning stages of the project. The new process of construction being explored 

in this project brought me to question using conventional means of documentation. The 

photo collage was used as a working journal in tandem with the built experiment. It was 

simultaneously generative and archival, a way to troubleshoot while recording notes and 

thoughts. 

Once the built experiment was installed on site, the volumetric characteristics of the proj

ect had pushed it beyond what could be represented and worked through in two dimen

sions. At this point the built experiment adopted the qualities of the photo collage and 

became a living journal. 
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Figure 108: Photo Collage 1 

Figure 109: Photo Collage 2 
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Figure 110: Collage Text 1 

Figure 113: Collage Text 3 

Figure 111: Collage Detail 1 
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Figure 112: Collage Text 2 Figure 114: Collage Detail 2 
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Material Collection 

"The truth of the matter, as Marx sees it, is that everything that 
bourgeois society builds is built to be torn down. 'All the sol
id' - from the clothes on our backs to the looms and mills that 
weave them, to the men and women who work the machines, to 
the houses and neighborhoods the workers live in, to the firms 
and corporations that exploit the workers, to the towns and cities 
that embrace them all - all these are made to be broken down to
morrow, smashed or shredded or pulverized or dissolved, so they 
can be recycled or replaced next week, and the whole process can 
go on again and again, hopefully forever, in ever more profitable 
forms." 
(Johnathan Hill, Immaterial Architecture, 2006) 

The built experiment was constructed almost completely with reused, leftover, and found 

materials. Materials were collected from Buffalo Reuse, dumpers, demolition sites, scrap 

bins, and on the street during garbage day. This process of collecting materials was com

pleted multiple times weekly as the construction of the project took place, the type of ma

terials collected varied based on the portion of the project being completed at the time. 

The majority of materials collected were used and excess cladding materials, though other 

types of materials were collected such as structural building materials, furniture, signage, 

shelving, railings, benches, and other miscellaneous scraps. 

The reuse of materials was particularly important in this project, not only as a necessity for 

achieving an intensity of mass, but also as an other factor in the exploration of the physical 

presence of time. The introduction of reused materials increased the depth of time within 

the built experiment and introduced the realistic variable of wearing, increasing the com

plexity of the material interactions due to the changing characteristics of the weathered 

materials. 
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Figure 115: Dumpster Diving 1 Figure 116: Buffalo Hardwood 

Figure llT North Buffalo Excess Material Collection Figure 118: Demolition Site Material Collection 

Figure 119: Dumpster Diving 2 Figure 120: Material Loading 
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4. Transitory Skin 
4.1 Agents 

4.2 Time Stamps 

4.3 Moments 
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Agents 

The majority of the built experiment was constructed by a series of agents which included 
students from the UB architecture program, family members, friends, and passersby. In
cluding others in the construction of the full-scale piece was extremely important in order 
to create an element of unpredictability and create a process of building which acts as an 
open dialogue between people. 

One of the most interesting results of the participation was the way that each portion con
structed reflected the personality of the participant. Some participants spent lots of time 
perfecting a single moment, while others quickly layered materials in order to transform a 
larger footprint. Some were timid and carefully wove their portions in with previous mate
rials and others felt free to place materials however they liked. 

The following are examinations behind the corresponding guidelines given to participants: 

1. This rule ensures the continuity of the skin layers, framing a process that approaches the 
construction of the skin as an inherently unfinished and endless process. 

2. This rule also ensures the continuity and exposure of previous skin layers, while allowing 
for the skin to be added onto infinitely. 

3. This rule ensure that each layer will experiment with at least one planar transition of 
material systems. 

4. This rule ensures the thoughtful transition between material systems, addressing the 
need for material application strategies to adapt to existing conditions. 

5. This rule ensures that all dimensions of each material system are taken into consider
ation during material transitions. 

6. Do not cover areas which have been taped off, these are moments of interest which 
should be preserved. 

Qualities: 

A.This is a constant drawn from the photography study in which every material was in
stalled in a horizontal orientation. 

B.This is meant to expose the process of construction as much as possible. 

C.This is meant to make sure layers are being installed as productive and protective skins. 
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Participant Handout 

Your goal in this experiment is to use layering as a method to add to the building skin in 
order to both respond the current conditions of the skin in a thoughtful manner satisfy a 
personal desire or curiosity about the way materials interact. These actions can be func
tional or aesthetic, typical or unusual, planned or improvised. This is meant to be a collab
orative process which explores the interactions between individual approaches to layering 
as a method of achieving enclosure. 

*Take note of the actions you are performing, how you are interacting with existing con
ditions, and how do you imagine future actions will interact with your built contribution. 

Layering Guidelines: 

1. No material installed should ever come to a finished edge or square off in any way. End
points should be staggered and left in a manner which would allow for the system to be 
continued, or for a different system to continue from that point without having a straight 
seam. 

2. When you run out of a material, or decide to continue a layer using different material, 
adapt to the dimensions of the existing material in order to have the system be continuous. 
If you get to the point where this is no longer necessary, install at your preferred exposure 
and stagger. 

3. When you are no longer able to add to a layer, add a new layer on top without interrupt
ing the unfinished edge of previous layers. 

4. No layer should be done completely in a single material. 

5. Material transitions should take place over multiple rows, creating both horizontal and 
vertical seams between the material systems. 

6. Do not cover areas which have been taped off, these are moments of interest which 
should be preserved. 

Qualities: 

A. All skin materials should be installed in a horizontal orientation (framing, furring, and 
sheathing can be installed in other orientations when needed) 

B. Fasteners should be left exposed when possible. 

C. Materials should be installed from the bottom up. 
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Figure 121: Andrew Callard 

Figure 122: Yannis Kotzambasis 

Figure 124: Lukas Fetzko 

Figure 123: Curtis Ramsay & James Herlihy Figure 125: Mike Kushner 
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Figure 128: Jake Hutton and John Henning 

Figure 126: Melanie Morales & Diana Genao 

Figure 129: Nathan Sprangler & Mathew Kinnally 

Figure 12T Nicolas Muscarella & Lewis Hulbert Figure 130: Lu Htoo, Ehler Htoo & Catie Shadic 
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Figure 131: James Herlihy 

Figure 132: Curtis Ramsay 

Figure 134: Gregg Schuster & Nick Blackwell 

Figure 133: Niko, Yannis, & Alex Kotzambasis Figure 135: Alex Kotzambasis 
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Time Stamps 

"Architecture emancipates us from the embrace of the present 
and allows us to experience the slow, healing flow of time. Build
ings and cities are instruments and museums of time. They en
able us to see and understand the passing of history, and to par
ticipate in time cycles that surpass individual life." 
(Juhani Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses, 1996) 

The following is a collection of photographs which display the multiple identities of each 

elevation of the full scale construction. This is meant to demonstrate the ability for the tem

poral layering phenomenon to completely transform the aesthetic and experiential qual

ities of a piece of architecture. The act of concealing and revealing previous layers allows 

for the skin to attain new identities while still preserving bits of the past, allowing for the 

physical depth of time to be expressed. Along with that, traces of the process of making 

are made apparent through the moments which are left exposed. These traces trigger the 

imagination of the observer, giving clues of how the project has evolved and how it could 

possibly continue to evolve as time goes on. 

This collection of photos shows the process of curating that is involved in the temporal 

layering process. It can be seen that certain portions oflayers which had desirable qualities 

were preserved, while others were concealed by the collection of materials. The preserva

tion of specific moments can also have an intensified effect as the skin grows. A single nail 

left exposed could become a human-sized carving after the addition of enough layers with 

this process. Certain moments like this evolved into moments of interest in the project, 

creating spacial and formal conditions which developed a function intuitively and were 

then further developed with extreme intention. In addition to the curating of moments that 

had become functional, is the curating of the composition of each face. This collective of 

responsive skin patches, installed by a number of agents at different times, creates a new 

collaborative aesthetic for the architectural skin. 
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Figure 136: North Elevation Wednesday, February 13, 2019, 6:11 Figure 13T North Elevation Tuesday, February 19, 2019, 11:28 PM 
AM 

Figure 138: North Elevation Saturday, March 23, 2019, 6:22 PM Figure 139: North Elevation Monday, April 8th, 2019, 5:04 PM 
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Figure 140: North Elevation Tuesday, May 8, 2019, 6:39 PM 
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Figure 141: West Elevation Monday, April 1, 2019, 9:18 PM Figure 142: West Elevation Saturday, April 13, 2019 6:52 AM 

Figure 143: West Elevation Sunday, April 28, 2019, 12:22 PM Figure 144: West Elevation Saturday, May 4, 2019, 8:11 PM 
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Figure 145: West Elevation Tuesday, May 8 , 2019, 6:26 PM 
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Figure 146: South Elevation Saturday, April 13, 2019, 4:10 PM Figure 14T South Elevation Wednesday, April 24, 2019, 4:04 PM 

Figure 148: South Elevation Sunday, April 28, 2019, 12:22 PM Figure 149: South Elevation Saturday, May 4, 2019, 8:11 PM 
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Figure 150: South Elevation Tuesday, May 8, 2019, 6:25 PM 
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Figure 151: East Elevation Wednesday, April 13, 2019, 4:28 PM Figure 152: East Elevation Wednesday, April 17, 2019, ?:13 PM 

Figure 153: East Elevation Wednesday April 24, 2019, 4:04 PM Figure 154: East Elevation Tuesday, May 6, 2019, 3:24 PM 
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Figure 155: South Elevation Tuesday, May 8, 2019, 6:25 PM 
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Unrolled Elevation 

Figure 156: Unrolled Elevation 
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Moments 

"The timeless task of architecture is to create embodied and lived 
existential metaphors that concretize and structure our being 
in the world. Architecture reflects, materializes and eternalizes 
ideas and images of ideal life. Buildings and towns enable us to 
structure, understand and remember the shapeless flow of real
ity and, ultimately, to recognize and remember who we are. Ar
chitecture enables us to perceive and understand the dialects of 
permanence and change, to settle ourselves in the world, and to 
place ourselves in the continuum of culture and time." 
(Juhani Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses, 1996) 

The following is a collection of photographs which display moments of particular interest 

within the construct. Each of these moments were constructed through the gradual addi

tion of skin materials by a number of agents and respond to different architectural issues 

that were identified as the project was constructed. These moments re-imagine typical 

building components such as walls, floors, ceiling, corners, windows, and doors as mo

ments of intense haptic experience. 

This set of photographs is meant to demonstrate the ability for the temporal layering 

phenomenon to completely transform the spatial, experiential, and aesthetic qualities of 

a piece architecture. Through the accumulation of layers, the surfaces reach an intensity 

in which they transcend their planar qualities and becomes volumetric, extend past their 

original footprint, and generate new interstitial spaces. This allows for building compo

nents to respond to new functions of occupancy that were not present in their original de

sign as they generate new forms through the passing of time. This process simultaneously 

creates extremely individualized spatial and formal conditions while being a collaborative 

initiative. It is a building method which amplifies the agency of the occupant to create the 

specific space that they desire with the materials available to them. 

Figure 15T Moments 
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Blend 

The skin steps back gradually exposing small bit of each layer, revealing the relationships 

between each concurrent material and giving clues of the assembly process. The physical 

depth of time is present not only within the shear mass of the collected materials, but also 

in the clearly perceptible range of aging present on the reused materials. 

This is the only point within the project where a portion of every single layer can be viewed 

at once. The skin is stacked, gradually stepping back using its stager, revealing materials 

from layer 1 to layer 35. 

Figure 158: Blend Elevation Sketch 

Figure 159: Blend 
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Canopy 

Two fields of long wooden strips intersect through space as you view up towards the sky. 

The the pieces become more and more scarce as they approach the corner, simultaneously 

the two converging walls extend above the canopy reflecting light downward to dissolve the 

fading edge of the void. 

The roof and ceiling skins are composed of spaced out wooden strips which run perpendic

ularly to each other, the two surfaces offset by 8 inches. The two levels pull away from the 

western corner, using the stagger to maintain an unfinished edge. The wall which converge 

at this corner stack up above the roof, creating a channel for light to travel down into the 

corner void. 
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Figure 160: Canopy Plan Sketch 

Figure 161: Canopy 
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- ----

Ledge 

The skin of the northern wall begins to spread, turning the corner into the interior and di

viding the space. The new partial skin is light, open with voids allowing for views between 

the two distinct spaces. Portions of the skin grow to be massive, giving the occupant the 

opportunity to rest their arms or their belongings on the mass. 

The structure, along with the skin materials turn the corner into the interior space, creating 

a dividing wall. The interior wall acts as a screen, allowing for partial views between spac

es. The topographic stacking of materials creates a shelf which is structured to support a 

leaning body and small belongings. 
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Figure 164: Ledge Section Sketch 

Figure 165: Ledge 
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Passage 

The strips of material slide past each other creating a moment which reaches out telling you 

to engage your body and enter. Duck your head, wedge your foot, twist your body, grab with 

your hand. The process of entering the space becomes active and tactile, an experience of 

engaging with the matter which has transformed the experience of the space through time . 

The entry into the space is composed of three main elements. The handhold makes the 

user twist their body and grab onto the wood with their hands. The tongue and groove foot 

extension in meant to invite users to wedge their foot into the corner. The overhead mass is 

meant to make users duck and experience the depth of time as they enter the space . 
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Figure 166: Passage Elevation Sketch 

Figure 16T Passage 
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Perch 

Each layer ofthe floor gradually using it stagger to shift over, lifting you up from the ground 

which was once understood as a flat surface. The new topographic step letting light shine in 

from underneath, floating above the grass. As you step over floor transition into wall in an 

unexpected way. You are invited to stand and peak out of the opening, or view back down 

into the space, experiencing it from a new elevation. 

The perch is composed of 18 layers of skin materials including hard wood tongue and 

groove, laminate, asphalt, wooden stair railings, cement board, felt paper. These materials 

come together to a thickness of 20 inches, the night necessary to comfortably view out of 

the elevated void and rest your arms on the staggered sill. The area underneath the perch 

was bear on both adjacent walls in order to allow light to spill in underneath. 

·----------
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Figure 168: Perch Section Sketch 

Figure 169: Perch 
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Split 

The two walls step away from each other exposing the thickness through their cross-sec

tion. As the sun sets, light creeps downward through the tapered void, it's glare dissolving 

the edges of the staggered materials. When you can see the red sun entirely it is time to 

pack up and call it a day before it gets too dark to find your tools. 

The void is on the Western corner of the structure and ranges from 22" to 16" wide, with 

the staggered materials on both masses creating two unfinished edges. It is aligned with 

the gap between Hayes and Crosby hall and tapered at an angle to allow light to flood in at 

the sunset. 

' 

Figure 172: Split Plan Sketch 

Figure 173: Split 
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Stoop 

The two walls build up towards each other with identical materials, expanding until they 

join and the materials butt at the corner. Once they have formed a sturdy connection the 

materials slip away from each other creating two distinct places to sit. As you lean back the 

walls slip open around you, giving you a view of the tree just outside of the structure. 

The stoop is a topographic extension of the wall layers meant to engage with and support 

the body in a seating position. The two masses face each other, the space, and voids viewing 

outside. This moment is meant to provides rest, as the massive skin supports the weight of 

the body, while promoting conversation and reflection. 

Figure 174: Stoop Section Sketch 

Figure 175: Stoop 
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5. Conclusion 
5.1 Prospect 

5.2 Reflections 
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Prospect 

"Architecture emancipates us from the embrace of the present 
and allows us to experience the slow, healing flow of time. Build
ings and cities are instruments and museums of time. They en
able us to see and understand the passing of history, and to par
ticipate in time cycles that surpass individual life." 

(J. Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin : Architecture and the Senses 2014) 

The field of architecture is not currently addressing the temporal nature of the built envi

ronment in a proactive way. Architectural skins continue to fight against these temporal 

qualities, being designed with increasingly long lifespans, rather than being designed in 

a way that embraces their short lifespan and anticipates the need for new layers. Instead 

of elongating the lifespan of temporary materials, viewing buildings as a site for the con

tinuous addition and subtraction of materials would allow for architects to re-imagine the 

building skin. If the skin is rethought as something that is inherently temporary, the focus 

would shift from longevity to transition. This new approach has the potential to address 

the temporal qualities of building materials in a considerably more sophisticated way than 

current practice. 

At the beginning of my research I speculated on two ways in which readdressing layering 

can potentially change the way architecture is practiced. The layering process can poten

tially be readdressed in the construction of new architecture. The layering processes is not 

typically addressed in the initial design of the skin. Installing additional layers is usually 

more difficult and can require the use of additional materials or alternative fasteners. The 

design of these systems only addresses a use as an outermost layer which is not meant to 

be added to. A system could be designed with the intention of being added to as it loses 

the qualities of a desirable outermost skin. With this integrated into the installation of the 

first layer, the additional layers would be quicker and easier to install. These layers could 

potentially be less expensive to produce as well, as they could be designed with the remain

ing useful qualities of the previous layers in mind. In addition to the installation of these 

additional layers could take place over a longer period of time in comparison to a removal 

and replacement because the building will not be exposed to the elements. 

The intervention could also be in the renovation of existing buildings. When new layers are 

added, they are not designed in a way that effectively utilizes the remaining useful qualities 
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of the previous layer. If we analyze the qualities of skins that are still functional but are 

being covered by non-compatible layers, or being removed completely, we can design with 

these qualities in mind to create a more thoughtful skin to layer on top of these existing 

homes. This layer can also be designed to make the next layer easier to install in the future. 

Reflections 

My initial expectations of the research were quite functional and sought to answer a single 

practical design question. Through the process of developing the thesis I had separated 

from this idea of a specific design question with a planned outcome, in favor of a more 

explorative and experimental approach. The reason behind this was to embrace the inher

ently chaotic and spontaneous nature of the phenomenons that were being observed in 

the early research. The built experiment, which was the 'product' of this research, brought 

about a series of questions which addressed the discourse of architecture as a whole.w 

The implications of this work exists in the physical manifestation of the built experiment 

and the process that was developed in order to construct it. The construct demonstrates the 

ability for the temporal layering process to transform the aesthetic, spatial, and experien

tial qualities of a building as it progresses through time. The building skin has the potential 

to reach an intensity in which it transcends its planar qualities and becomes volumetric. 

This allows for building components to respond to new functions of occupancy that may 

have not been present in their original design. The process of constructing used in this 

experiment promotes a thoughtful interaction with the existing conditions of the building 

skin which can amplify the potentials that still exist within the existing skin materials and 

create a dialogue between the many agents acting on the building throughout its lifespan. 

The idea of buildings as instruments of time, I believe, defines a major conclusion I have 

drawn from this investigation. Architecture is a process, defined by the arrangement of 

matter by many agents through the continuum of time; an assemblage whose identity is not 

defined by the stability of its materiality, but by the continuity of its experiential qualities. 

This understanding of architecture may have been made evident in the skin of the North 

American home, but speaks of the entire built environment and can be observed at varying 

scales and time-scales. The ambition of this research is to invoke upon the reader a new 

desire to think deeply about the role of time in architecture, and to consider time as both a 

crucial design element, and theoretical subject. 
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6.Appendix 
6.1 Reviews 

6.2 Participant Feedback 
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Reviews 

A special thank you to the critics and attendants at all of my reviews. Your feedback and 

support helped me to structure both the research and the book. 

Thesis Defense - May 9, 2019 

Steph Cramer - Adjunct Instructor, University at Buffalo 

Mustafa Faruki - Adjunct Instructor, University at Buffalo 

Omar Khan -Associate Professor, University at Buffalo 

Emily Kutil -Adjunct Instructor, University of Detroit Mercy 

Hadas Steiner - Associate Professor, University at Buffalo 

Previous Reviews 

Steph Cramer - Adjunct Instructor, University at Buffalo 

Gregory Delaney - Clinical Assistant Professor, University at Buffalo 

Laura Garofalo - Associate Professor, University at Buffalo 

Margot Lystra - Adjunct Instructor, University at Buffalo 

Dennis Maher - Clinical Assistant Professor, University at Buffalo 

Jacob Mans -Assistant Professor, University of Minnesota 

Erkin Ozay -Associate Professor, University at Buffalo 
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Figure 176: Final Review View 
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Figure 17T Reviewers View 

Figure 178: Engaging with Project 

Figure 180: Engaging with Project 3 

Figure 179: Engaging with Project 2 Figure 181: Engaging with Project 4 
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Figure 184: View of Reviewers 

Figure 182: Engaging with Project 5 

Figure 185: Engaging with Project 7 

Figure 183: Engaging with Project 6 Figure 186: Engaging with Project 8 
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Participant Feedback 

"Driven by desire, participatory design is a 'collective bricolage' 
in which individuals (clients, users, deigners) are able to inter
rogate the heterogeneity of a situation, to acknowledge their 
own position and then go beyond it, to open it up to new mean
ings, new possibilities, to 'collage their own collage into other 
collages' in order to discover a common project. "(45) 
(Peter Blundell-Jones, Architecture and Participation) 

The following is a collection of forms filled out by participants each time they worked on 

the built experiment. These forms were used to understand participant's interpretations 

of the guidelines and refine the guidelines to better reflect the intentions of the thesis 

throughout the duration of the built experiment. It was also used to catalog the many 

individual processes which went into the collective construction. 

It was important to record specific details about the participant's efforts and intentions 

in order to understand what was driving them to make particular decisions. Some partic

ipants were focused on function, while others were focused on aesthetics. Some partic

ipants worked on large areas of the project going through materials very quickly, while 

others focused intensely on detailing specific moments. Though there was a range in 

reasoning behind decisions, the one thing that was constant was a clear logic in response 

to what was existing. Participants put an immense amount of care into their contributions 

, creating a genuinely collective construct thats generative process is cataloged in the 

following forms. 
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Date y~5/t1 
Hours Worked : 1 Start time: {:;; Endtime: 7 

l..--

Working conditions/ Weather: j.{l?";J (_ 

Circle Walls Worked on: (J 2 3 4 Layers Worked on: 

M9terials used: lic,od. ~ aterial Source/Date: 
Clc{P boti1c 
v111y/ S1'2t~ Ct)uit't:l'fU?I) $Le(:_J.5 

Describe the process of instal_ling inczudjrl~ al l / asteners and tools ust~: 
~lV eqC~ ~--f'l'V ir'1 w1'.fh r00t-1~ 

What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 

o.Sl> Sh-e--e+-'n. i".J 

Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to: 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 

® @ flS¥ie1P•~. 

,0 Co'vif ~e. "'14 \l O ~ ~t 4- as tnossib le 
Describe.the outcome of the portion you constructed: 

\J 00d, Wld ~ ,,,,,~~ C>v-er[QfJ1DI~ 
S~e0 



Hours Worked: \ Start time: (; LP/ft\ End time: ( f !v\ 

Working conditions/ Weather: 

Circle Walls Worked on: 1 2 0 4 Layers Worked on: $ f 
C )qp /Jaev J, S hee.-i Al lotl'tf'll M ZO J5,\- -(~ ~ J srJ/ >7<t 

\,J6'0J Pa.~ , c r ...J 
Materials used : Material Source/Date: Quantity: $ S.{,1f tf:'f1? // ftJ 

V,r>tl Si dl!j 5 5c..7f. A )c, 
Describe theyrocess of installing includ ing all fastpners rnR tools used~ 1 I6 J'q /-f vti\Y/
J.r ~ JJed Woo d S> J/ff ),,fl fh :S(d ( fJ f }] (J{ ( fJ, . t 
V{r'\y) ✓ rocd(r1 Y/<1.)tS/ SomQ s~r~vs ce )30 

Wha'i: layer and material i~upporting the material you installed? 

0 Si! 'SI',z~-1-4_,!:J 

Describe,R<)-(h planar ard layered material transitions: ( U" '° f ) )
'O >+.+--e ("e YYT ev,pa-su~5 \,.JC?. ~ <f: ....)~ d -r: 0 1"1°'- "le Vq__,f ocJ 3 

r'ld4crr0(I:, +0~ovi +v-e-f--<._e..r 
Sketch and label the area that ou a lied materials to : .----



Hours Worked : L-\ Start time: l'Z i ; CJ End time: L.( 1'3 0 

Working conditions/ Weather: S<-t r1 5 ~: .,e 

Circle Walls Worked on : 1 2 3 4 Layers Worked on: I.. 2 

Materials used ~ f 'ocr/11,.:,; Material Source/Date: Quantit y: q. R 
1, . ,5~ , ,~ /f'• J, }/~._, Flo.,, •r.j b. G 

c. Sic, Le e . 01J flooi:,,, 
, l , 10 

Describe the process o_'. instal li~g including al l fasten -,rs a~d tools used: 
q_ j:::~is~:"'i r-- ~ ,,,; ,,,,.,..,,,.t!'J J, B,,,J t1c. Is 

b, ,A),-. ;/ 5:... ·/ e. ,ar,..J :isfl C 

c. , r\ "' v-• ,.,.. e ' ,j- .,, c- <; 
What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 

Cl, I, AJA d . I, N'fi 
b. -z. , r ,,,,, , .,. ~ -I 5 f' • I AlIf. 
c. q, 5J.'/\~IPS" / 

Describe both planar and layered material transitions: 

0 (~ f 
I 

Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to : 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 

Cl . ;Jc,, o.( ' ., s"~'"'Yl" f~ ,.f ~ ,:,,- , : -~ rl· O• 
J 

b. l x-9t"t: ,~rre (J_/ - • r ~ ti , 
J 

# ,. '--f - ,.,({ ,,. ,.,. ,:, er r ,' s- o ,1 0 -' Cd C' ,,.J(_. 

Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed : 

, , I I 
J 



Date: ~/):);JG 

Hours Worked: l Start time: \Cl'. Oc, An End time: ) ~ •. 00 ~ fi 

Working conditions/ Weather: 5,.A(\ A , I 
-l r.\/ °'-1\\.: \J ,n0v 

Circle Walls Worked on: 1 2 3 (Y Layers Worked on: J-

Materials used : Material Source/Date : Quant ity: 

\1:,c ~~lr~ ti f,, J.4 woot\ 5\'\~rt~~ 
{oc,~ 5h~"o1eS c..\ ')e-\) ot (oo~ 5h;~\rJ 
Describe the process of installing including all fasteners and tools used: 

1:t\e, <.A~ ~t<~C\\s \J / level \;f'k.., ··hel' Use µc,i\ &(,An -to A+tc.l1i to U:t!J 

What layer and materia l is supporting the material you installed? 

l\c q," \Joo~ lou,-n '~ \JhM ~s st,1~o.\,, M'l \eive\} 
Describe both planar and layered material transitions: 

Tht (o:,~ 5r.,rv,e, (o{IA.c. 41 m -'-of d{.- ihv \,JC)OO Sh:<1, )e,(, 

1\c, \.J ooA Sn~f\t;ik) ~ ~A (I (X) ~t vn:~ S~~,•",
Sketch· and label The area tnat you applied~atenals to: / 

Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed: 

1~'c.. ,\_\ MCAc.1'-1 '--Cl\-.\ '"1 \e(i(<'C..~ Sori
.1 w"' 1 ,; c e Ne-~ ~,l\5s 

\,J\{,\c_ (,on$~t~-I-\ (\3 1..\-



Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Name: \ Date:y 

Hours Worked: ' Starttime: \ End time: 

Working conditions/ Weather: 
II 

Circle Walls Worked on: 1 2 3 4 Layers Worked on: 

' 
Materials used: Material Source/Date: Quantity: / 

Describe the process of installing including all fasteners and tools used: 

, \ I - , ,. J 
What layer and materia l is supporting the materia l you installed? 

Describe both plana r and layered material tran_sitions: 

Sketch and label the area that you applied m9teria ls to: 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 

ft HI 

Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed: 

I 

I 



Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Name: \(ef\dG<.l) ~C\~,CA(\ Date:5/5/) 9 

JHours Worked: Starttime: \ • Z. /,-3 End time: 

Working c;:onditions/ Weather : 

Circle Walls Worked on: 1 J 3 4 Layers Worked on: )":J,j v 

Materials used: Material Source/Date: Quantity: ~cJ ± ~• f (< 
w J ( .\, r1 

1 ; l ~ 
Describe the process of installing including all fasteners and tools used: 

~• • ( / t.>~ r~ )t: 'j vi I ' ,,. 
..., ...; 

What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 

'j 
Describe both planar and layered material transitions : 

P:-e( J .!/, r - • > i I • . ,., I I p: r J , ~ 
Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to: 

(.J \ \ 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 

-.. 
Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed : 

(. ,I "" 



.

---

Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Name: ( 14-i ~ C~zt.h . Date: LJ (~ I 

/]__ . ' -Z,A,.
Hours Worked: ';} ,-r Start time: t/ A..J Endtime: 5 · '30 

• I3 H n·· fL1, . · C r ) ,t) l
Working conditions/ Weather: '11C 

Circle Walls Worked on: 1 2 ~ V Layers Worked on: 'fl... 
,-, -\efl'e (jv\~:,\1l(iQ~) r;-k 
V • r:J{\., ~ -61 I 30 

Materials used: l J:::Jfa M t:_2r l Source/Date: tJ/JI Quantity: :r7\ iiil 
1 

~ir eI~~~} 
Describe the process of installing including all fasteners and tools used:
Har. m,r it r"'(lt\S 

What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? Wood. , clS\'Y\Q +s\\1~J QS P r 

Describe both planar and layered material transitions:
I l . • -- • ,. - (- ) IIJ').', , 1rr- • ~ 

Sketch and label the area that you applied materia 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 
i r ~ 

Describe the outcome of t he portion you constructed : 

v( I j 

C ( 



Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Name: Yte~(l(J (\ P1~, h'J{;1$/< Date: £f/ -J- t/(9 

Hours Worked: q ~CC f's Start time: \ f} ~ f'Vt End time: 7f ~ 
Working conditions/ Weather: Wi'rvd- cf(![ cl c ItJe,/,d I 

Layers Worked on: 7=· r~or3 
1 

Circle Walls Worked ol 4 

Materials used : Material Source/Date: Quantity:6 
v{c9i9J cfv'IC} ..,(ir:t, 1..1 
Describe the process of installing including all fasteners and tools used : 

rt,cP'],ne/"' J, d ,,,.Pi(:- I W-P'I JCLr1 

What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 

6),({pre1t+ /&yer~ r) -( u,·( { re '/ . Cf)"' 

Describe both~ and layered material transitions: . 

J&Pl'le tf/t,t-tuec,.5 ,/rri,·/tP( vv,d VJ 
1 

Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to: 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 

I/ 5m<tLI arfv( 011,;{J:'j u f 'fu 

Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed: 



Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Name: Date: L--j / 2 I/ l 
Lu H+oa 

Hours Worked: Start time: End time: 
,,. ?o 

~l lO 
.-. 

3>~0 
Working conditions/ Weather: 

(,. 
..J /

Circle Walls Work~d on: 1 1 2 3 Layers Worked on:(S) 2 

Materia ls used: 1J.' ood Material Source/Date: Quantity: 

VI ,' . 
CO { ~ -- ? I -, -l ~ ' • 'l-°' I .e 

Describe the process of installinlg incl t1ding" I fastehers aria tools used: 

What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 

-~, r Ji: 
Describe both planar and layered material transitions: 

r ' . _1_(} J i J . ) \ \ 

Sketch and label the area that you applied materia ls to: 

I ' 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 

I ' ~ 

~ 

Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed: 



Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Name: \ •(1V - I-K~ i Q Date: 1/ 21 {19 

Hours Worked: \ .. (:'.) Start time: ~ ~ ~ End time: ) ·, QG 

Working conditions/ Weather: 

,,.-... 
Circle Walls Worked on : l2.J 2 3 4 Layers Worked on: 

Materials used: Material Source/Date: Quantity: 

ra1r 6--J2c ~wOJa 1/21(11 
Describe the process of installing including all fasteners and tools used: 

r\O I ArnP 1r ¢' r \0' I _, 

What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 

;tr Pvt_ I;' 1~: v Jood t- ~-:__ ~ 
I 

r J 1+ \)rdeV 
Describe both planar and layered material transitions: 

1(\P D1011 r( "J")P 1(:;> \F-=~ 1hC1V-\ Ti.tie \0 P ✓ -Pcf i V Oy ~,.,. 1«1 S. 
IJ\o~ G{ -: he. rCJ'Cr '"'t: ,JP ACV(f'!7 er1 

i' JP; : ~11~ hi~ 10 /CVQt
Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to: 

Describe the intention of the portion you const ructed: 

N~ /\J~'f\-\fd r, · "V Il( a 1. v\.v 
CH\ .,.... "1pe

c_..J v' !,.. V:. lo 
I 
fv 

Describe the outcome of the portion you const ructed: 



Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Name: [l1l _o ( 0 

Hours Worked: ,2_y., S • Start time: 3 : '3-Q End time: 5 ::D 

Working conditions/ Weather: 

vJlrd~ r cloudy 
Circle Walls Worked on : 1 2 3 G:) Layers Worked on: ~ k ~-~--eJ\.{) 

'f !Orr:r) /
Materials used: v· 0 Material Source/Date: Quantity:,r o. 

,,.r JJ. ..vcJ S...e_ /. 
0-., " t, f\~ tl -

Describe the proces~ o insta ing including all fasteners and tools used: 
1 r r ,.I (' . ,, rl i ." ' , ,,.I ' 

a I I r) ., . .' 

' 1 
What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 

Q.,~ c( CAV g,r 02-- ~::. TN ,., r vi CW\ 

Describe both planar,and layered material transitions: 1 (~·, ri'fl,. 
r· y()(I f)' yod _r. · .. ! ~ \~. r. j r2~ , I\JSQ_O n:'> .. ,,. 

, \ ,.\ \ (' J..-,;
I I\ \ rli ___ rr G' J (j - ., 

Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to : 

Describe the outcome of the portion you-constructed : 

T 
, 
,J 



Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Name: i ~e\Qr •e Q(CI 'r' ~ Date: /\ '{> (
1 

Hours Worked : A_ Start time: b~ ·, ) End time: 5: 1 ') 

Working conditions/ Weather: C')\0. 

Circle Walls Worked on: 0 2 3 4 Layers Worked on: c:9-

Materials used: () Material Source/Date: ._,. Quantity: 

,c~'\J~ : f 'JJ,]~ -4 ro -<: ---
~..., ~ j_ woo:J ;,;JI~ 

Describe the process of installing in71uding all fasteners and tools used: 

~ ho---, v ~ "" •"-Q.., \. 

What layer and material is suppo~ting the material you installed? 
::i- "f' l M...4 ~v, ;.,...;) 

Describe bot h planar and I red material transitions: "' 
(.µ-{_ I~~- r ( v • /~ ~"" ...,:;-<: 

~"" eP.. ~ ~ o O .:0 f~P-r'\ ~ ....- O'"' 0 1? 

Sketch and label the are~ i,mtt-applie 

// 

Describe the intention of the portion you ,s,nstructed: 
-l ·, "" ~' ~ ~· ::,, .. , - . -~ -

\. ;_ 
• V, ,.L-<;_, -·~ -(..,,~ 

.,. , - "i O ' r..t 1 

.., I , 2\v '- :A,~, ,, . ~· ·,.:-, . ~ ~ ✓ 

'j ;>~ - ' . .Jt i .]· ;;r ·-..,,. '-
Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed : ..--

1 .+ I,>° ~ .,,.....,½ lR.. -- ✓ ~Cl,) 

'1 I 'I-"• ::>. -~-• f fl
r' r,.. ..... ~~ C. .., ' .., ::-..... 'I 



' 

Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Name ~-GhQ\s Alcct<t, \\o Dat e: lt/i3/ /~ 
tit\~ Le\lA:, \-\~~er\ 

Hours Worked: Start time: \ l'. OD End time: 

2 
,_ \)t) 

s 
Working conditions/ Weather : 

)VM~ / ~~ 
Circle Walls Worked on: 0 2 3 4 Layers Worked on: 

Materials used : Material Source/Date: Quantt1!ff,_

7\i(~' Q~s\-w 
Describe the process of installing including all fasteners and tools used: 

~ m~ {~~ I tb,r\ \J-") 
What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 

De;cri:e b(~~=J}e~~:::i:i (~ions• \ 
~~ ~ dl\,-k L '-WIA)l, r1..,k -l.o ""'.J 

Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to: 

4..0-1<2N\ 

-q_\'w 

~~~ 
Q\4 Describe the intention of the portion you constructed• 

l ~~ \t~~ ~l. 
Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed : 

~J,,r,e.\ \t-svA-~ ~ o.1- Q~~ }~ 

~~~ ~ ~~+-



Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 
Date:Name: (} 

End time: : 1Hours Worked: Start time: c:; : / ~ 1 
,,t, ,, 

Working conditions/ Weather: 

t 
0Circle Walls Worked on: 2 3 4 Layers Worked on: 

Materials used : Material Source/Date: Quantity: 

I • I ,: I ,r 

Describe the process of installing in~luding all fasteners and tools used: 
..... ,..., ,· 

What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 
.... . V,,.,\ ,.. ,,,-

,, 

Describe bot h planar and layered material transitions: 

~ \ 0, rl "' • 'I • •• • (' 

Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to: 

- r • r. 

,I 
Describe the intention of the portion you constructed : 

,• 

' .' -

Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed : 
1 

\ I \ ,- ) ~ ( ) $ 
.J • I _. 



--------

Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire·: 

Name· J- ..J_ YI Date: li. / <g f I fJ . lt 5 f ltJ..t. M C f (. l 

Hours Worked : (._; Start time: (() End time: { 'c_ 

Working conditions/ Weather: C~d / d.f,lv(,4:-ly / .,;{,(, c1 

Circle Walls Worked on : 1 (J} ., 4 Layers Worked o.n: ~ / 41..,(A,~CJ / ✓v1.. - 1-v/' 
~------ f.J~ d-&r:-~ ,,,. 

Materials used: \Y Material Source/Date: Quantity: 

Describe the process of install ing including all fasteners and tools used: _,, t,-~ 

What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? -1~7;.rd I ✓t.-v-rrcr~ . vJ~ 

Des~ribe both planar and layered material transitions: Vrr~ j?_~~ 
dflr°/L/4 ~ (~ -~-;;;{<JC! 7C~J~'J-1..~ < --

'i"ic ko. yvz.-,,. _,!rd;f;, i . - L -"--,,. 
Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to : \ \ 

1
• J 

-- ( 

2_ 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed : :to-~ d--uA ~ .O~t·•, 

~~ 

Describe the outcome ofthe portion you construct ed: c.y, /4 ( hi c 7,,,c.-,,,.c_,~ ~ 

C J1 ~tvfr;,,"'l,,._{ 0.."i.v( ,-/1~ 

jJ7/ _;_l - J2... v-e,_ £• -;(£,,''-1 Y.~--,----.___ 

I ~rV.,c-/

I '3/,.-aAir /Jra _ 
:t., lp' _e_r-Jdl.✓ -, d-?,, -c.fb 



Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 
Name: Y~Ji/11\ t=o -J;i~iv\O!),, Date : 5{5/(4-

Hours Worked: 4- Start time: / 0 I ,I End time: J-p l'V\ 

Working conditions/ Weather: 'w: v\ d / 

Circle Walls Worked on: 1 Layers Worked on: Y.. 

~ :L Materials used: L Material Source/Date: Quantity: 
7-'Nll\ 4-lxJ l1a.rchrG'\.,dl~<'\ijf/" L/----0piece:> 7- 9p,ec.-es 

,1;. -;.?- ~u.td,ta>tl s- _ .J..xtJ. . r .... 4- p,ec..e,
t>5~~e1 ,e~\. G<:z p;iuJ
l:Yescribe t e process of installing including all fasteners and tools usetl: I 

~1d3&et1v\& J,-{(1-'r0'\+ !c5.yf1:-, ,. ( wtq;fQ (:lt \ +o. '9Lli c) cklTr /. ~ 
J _) , 11,, '\ ·fl r - o_-rn1,1 fl 

t1Ae. i ~l ·ct<::i1e55, of -r1112.- " /4. 1I '11'1uj t ~ ,.._ ,., / , , I1 7
What layer and material is supporting the material you installecl? ' ' ·'- t 

L<:J,. y -er , 
1 

-to V\jvi ectV\ d<5, c ,:;ve 

Describe both planar and layered material transitions: 
(.e,1-fE'r 1,1~ M'-'1 eri,H te OtJ-.i · 

Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to : 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed : 

·r<.9 be.<: 12' ~-<.t- 1~iQ_ tvl tvkv'te?) i9f i"IQ 

V\ •· --fr i ~ .:t&i',S )' ecpl '1. / o cj c..t [ r, t,v \t .I L f 1-j Prj 
Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed : 

r V1 Q VI/cl \\ !NJ';> Ct ~<JJ. f (9- /ayer';, I Vii'c,.{, I SOW! Q... i11 1j + 
.1_;·t o ~ ·;.,<iJ 4>, l 1i D. r-1e,f'f• r<l<d•,-t xpeL-+ NC-(5 (OD/\ ,'~j 1p 

I~ rt r f;;,, 



Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Date: 5'/ S ( \1--

Hours Worked: s Start time: 2 pv"-'j End time: 7 pw1
1 

Working conditions/ Weather: w; v\d ( 

0 6Circle Walls Worked on, 1 2 3 Layers Worked on: 

Describe both planar and layered material transition!j: w;t V\.. t""x<2.. .s.ec.\.•-ll vf' the. 
L·"";'jv\(Jlne. f:r~t Fec<L o.f-. t:ttQfe r iw( -

'i-'' · ..fl , 1 ~' o-f :~--:,-
1o.. '{u -- M1.d ~c/J.)l •'t 4 r.e rf'",J f' 'ile .ii'\.{ c! !) 

Sketch and label the area that you pplied materials to: 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 

LOt\111\Vle... 0 bu"ld- DCA."+ ,ct. 'jl'l\t.-k('les) of 
l(t({)I j ~eepl t' ic9 c)UG-/(" VV\.' ! £' _-lf,;j 

Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed: 

T~ 12. wcR l l .fct N\.: d , ' cI t Ii'j I ; k e.. 



Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Name: L\A,\l~') t(l-?(AD Date: O5/0~ l1 

Hours Worked: Start time: End time: ~ f I ""I 

Working conditions/ Weather: 

Circle Walls Worked on: 1 {!) 3 4 Layers Worked on: 2J 

Materials used: Material Source/Date: Quantity: 

Describe the process of insta!ling including all fasteners and tools used: 

'3,r}.rn ➔ f'A-l\ I s-E ( f I v>I ~ , i ·O £ 
J s 

What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 

.. 
Describe both planar and layered material transitions: 

?lCir , ~ 1/2 olf'-I• ;, f ~ \1 -. ~ 
Sketch and label the area t · · 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 

J . 
~ I" 

Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed: 

l 



/ 

Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Date:
Name IVc ~ft 7A1/tr 

Hours Worked: Start time: End time: 

Working conditions/ Weather: f)y 
Circle Walls Worked on: 1 2 3 4 Layers Worked on: 

Materials used: Material Source/Date: Quantity: 
/"{ I(/ J ' I 
'-;? /7/t'ef tvte/m1 ,C ,. rq, v-;/ 

Describe the process of i~stalling including all fasttrn'ers and tools used: 

What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 
r • ~I' r <"· . I d /"
~ 'f ,(.,t': . fe-,1 i 1 . ~ V /l(lf o~M) 

(/ 
Describe both planar and layered material transitions: 

Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to: 
I • 

) 

Descric ;;:~;ti~n·o;the:ortil~ y?;0 ~;ted CO~J-rc:. 5V Jv 
<rf..t (,Juo;/ ·~yell [f{lc/ [, f'vi ~ 

Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed: 

lf. .fl, 

r 
) 



Transitory Skin 

Participant Questionnaire: 

Name: CV( f; ~ £0 ~ $ &\ 'I Date: u 

, 4' I . ~1:
Hours Worked. , Z h(' Start time: , .; . End time: It)I ' , 0 

C (',"" i
Working conditions/ Weather: ~ \)('. 1'\ \ v 

0 '3Circle Walls Worked on: 1 3 , 4 Layers Worked on: 

Materials used: Material Source/Date: Quantity: 

( 

Describe the process of i stalling including all fasteners and tools used: 
r 

s /t( Y"\~, 

What layer and material is supporting the ma erial you installed? 

, , • t 'vJ O U' v - f/" 1
, .,. ..!> . , ,. 

Describe both planar and layered material transitions: 

le, 1 
Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to: 

I I 

-
Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 

, I 

, r o
"\ _, s; 

Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed : 

\ t,\r.l 
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Date: ' I I / • " 

i / I l 

Hours Worked: ,.-,, Start time: 1 1, End time: 
\, 

Working conditions/ Weather: 

Circle Walls Worked on: 1 2 , 3 1 4 Layers Worked on: b 
Materials used: Material Source/Date: Quantity: 

..J-" I (1<17JJ 
Describe the process of installing including all fasteners and tools used: 

r· .... ,,,.,.... 
What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 

r .., 

Describe both planar and layered material t ransitions: 

u r 

Sketch and label the area that you applied materials t o: 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 

1 • 

(½ •, I' / 
I r 

Describe the outcome of t he portion you const ructed: 

.. ,• J.. 
.... C. t) - ,•/ /\.0 I, 
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Participant Questionnaire: 
Name: YtiVlV).I':> ~f7 -41¥Vl.b ft/ Date: 'j (6 / l'J-

Hours Worked: 4-k,__ Start time: 2 '.? 0.p fV\ End time: ] p~ 

Working conditions/ Weather: )vtt'l y . 

GCircle Walls Worked on: 1 2 3 Layers Worked on:5 

Materials used: t / Material Source/Date: lQuantity:
I -/y.)... ntt,d-VV~ 4- - /'I[ t]\ t'UA.h (- l1. pie(e; q,, - )P(Etes 
.2.~r1i:l\pie,~tr:r:,s S--l-<\ t,l 4Afflt :l-'9p,ue5 S ?,-pues 

'l\fC.?- .l.,_l(}- f(c:-o,,ll1 3 - '7 f'Jetl?5 
)- t> [cl f6! 1 

Describe the process of insta_lling including all fasten_ers and tools sed: _<, ...., ,:.);" IQ _.: ;: { 'i Jc
H1.t~3r,i':J 1 e,... r(.(frPl\ i l ,t yPr; c--t ; :<-li< r,·t{ ,..;~1· '- -

+~e.. otH€0 'J,·d<Z o1 't~e_ $ lrLldure. 
What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 

T l..te.. -Cr~, e 

Describe both planar and layered material transitions: 
'1 tt. •. bt-J, .. cef\Sto ,il'lt\ Q Cr£.Oi~ '111\tr jll.lrC,a";,l'i~ 1,,<L. \j

• L.J .µ Li
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Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to: 

I 

II 

. 
f 

l 

' \ 

.... -
Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 
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Describe the outcome of the.portion you constructed : 
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Name: -A 

Hours Worked: Start time: End time: 

Working conditions/ Weather: I 

Circle Walls Worked on: 1 Layers Worked on: 
-, 

Materials used: Material Source/Date: Quantity: ';J..) 
I/ -,,_,., ,I ~ ,-:.. ......-

' ;. ..._J • o' ,,-...,. 
Describe the process of installing including all fasteners and tools used: 

• I 

What layer and material is supporting the material you installed? 

r r
f -..., 

Describe both planar and layered material transitions : 

Sketch and label the area that you applied materials to: 

•I> \ 

n -c.-

.,,. -- . I 
-.._;7 I ,''J, 

Describe the intention of the portion you constructed: 

I ) 

Describe the outcome of the portion you constructed : 

(,-,.,. ., 
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